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On classical intrinsically resonant
formal perturbation theory

Marcin MOSZY0144SKI 1

Instytut Matematyki Stosowanej i Mechaniki, Uniwersytet
Warszawski ul. Banacha 2, 02-097 Warszawa, Poland.

Ann. Henri Poincaré,

63, n° 2, 1995, 1 Physique theorique

ABSTRACT. - We discuss conditions under which the Birkhoff normal
form for perturbations of d-dimensional resonant harmonic oscillator is
defined for all orders. In particular for d = 2 we provide simple and
verifiable geometric conditions showing that this is the case on many open
sets of the phase space ~ ~ 

Key words : Classical mechanics, perturbation theory, resonant systems, normal form.

On considere les conditions sur la perturbation d’un oscillateur
harmonique resonant d-dimensionnel, sous lesquelles tous les termes de la
forme normale de Birkhoff sont bien definis. Dans Ie cas particulier d = 2,
on formule des conditions geometriques simples et verifiables.

0. INTRODUCTION

One of the fundamental problems of perturbation theory is to find normal
forms for perturbations of integrable hamiltonian systems. Various versions
of this problem appear in the two most prominent fields of perturbation
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126 M. MOSZYNSKI

theory: the KAM theory (see for instance [2], [7]) and the Nekhoroshev
theory (see for instance [3], [8], [13], [17]). Generally speaking, normal
form is a canonical form of perturbed hamiltonian which, in some sense,
depends weakly on the angle variables (for intrinsically resonant systems
one often uses the normal form depending on the actions and on the
resonant angles, see for instance [8], [ 18]). When it does not depend on
angles at all, it is called the Birkhoff normal form. The perturbed system
is usually non-integrable [ 16], so such a form may exist in a formal

sense only. For instance, it can be viewed as a formal power series in

the "small parameter" c, the Birkhoff series, when we deal with a family
(A, ~p) = ho (A) + ~ v (A, ~p) of perturbations of ho, and are

the action-angle variables.
If we consider non-resonant systems, the Birkhoff series can be

constructed under some additional assumptions. Technically, the most

serious problem is the apperance of the so called "small denominators".
One often puts a diophantine conditions on úJ = aA ho, which also makes
it possible to obtain various types of estimates. The two algorithms used
for the calculation of the terms of the Birkhoff series are the Poincare -

von Zeipel algorithm based on generating functions, and the Lie method
(see for instance [2], [4], [5], [8], [ 11 ]). Both methods lead to the same
normal form, as proved in [9].

In the resonant case these algorithms generally break down because "zero
denominators" appear in place of "small denominators".

Intrinsically resonant systems are systems for which all actions are

resonant. They are of great interest in classical hamiltonian mechanics

and have been intensively studied. One of the problems considered is the
construction of approximate prime integrals of motion for perturbations of
such systems (see for instance [6], [10], [ 12], [ 15]). There are also some
non-perturbative results (for instance [ 13], [ 14]).

In this paper we study a possibility of such a modification of the Lie
method (in Deprit version; see [ 11 ]) which would allow us to construct
the Birkhoff series for perturbations of resonant harmonic oscillator, the
simplest but highly significant example of intrinsically resonant system.
The way to deal with the "zero denominators" suggested here consists
of performing a preliminary canonical transformation before actually
calculating the normal form, so as to obtain "zero numerators" for all

"zero denominators". We establish some general conditions guaranteing the
existence of all the terms of the Birkhoff series for any number of degrees of
freedom. These conditions are somewhat abstract, but we exhibit examples
when they are satisfied (even globally and for any dimension). However
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127ON CLASSICAL INTRINSICALLY RESONANT FORMAL PERTURBATION THEORY

in the two-dimensional case we can present much more precise geometric
conditions. These conditions state that, essentially, a certain auxiliary one-
dimensional hamiltonian system has its phase space (or a part of it) smoothly
foliated by periodic orbits. They may be verified by examining the level
sets of the auxiliary hamiltonian. The main point of the paper is that while
the Birkhoff normal form, when and where it exists, may be very difficult
to calculate, it is rather easy to check where it does exist (for d = 2).

All our results are formulated in the framework of smooth functions.
We are interested in the formal aspect of the problem only, that is we do
not study any bounds on terms of obtained series. Nevertheless, we use
here some diophantine conditions which seem to be necessary to obtain
existence and smoothness of the terms.

In Section 1, after some heuristic considerations, we formulate and
prove Theorem 1.1 on the existence of the formal perturbation theory
in the resonant case. This result is applied to the two-dimensional case
in Section 2 and illustrate with two concrete examples. We also prove
a result concerning the non-unique choice of the preliminary canonical
transformation (Theorem 2.3). Some technical lemmas are collected in

Appendix.
This paper was motivated by ideas of Jan Herczynski concerning the

two-dimensional case, used in Section 2. The referee’s comments on the

previous version of the paper are gratefully acknowledged.

1. FORMAL PERTURBATION THEORY -
MODIFICATION OF THE LIE METHOD

We consider the hamiltonian of d-dimensional oscillator, which in the
usual p, q variables in 1~2 d has the form

where d &#x3E; 2,~=(o;i...~) E E IR : ~&#x3E;0}.
This system is canonically integrable on the subset {(p, q) E p~2 d :
p~ + ~ / 0, j = 1... d } of the phase space in the standard action-angle
variables (A, cp) E lRi x Td defined by

for j = 1... d. T is here the circle identified with the quotient group R/2 7r Z.
In these variables the oscillator hamiltonian has the form ho (A, cp) A

Vol. 63, n° 2-1995.



128 M. MOSZYNSKI

d

(here x~ _ for We shall be interested especially in
j=1

the situation when 03C9 is resonant, i.e. when there exists 03BD E 0,
such that cvv = 0. Suppose that v is a function on the phase space lRi x Td.
We consider a family of the hamiltonians = ho + ~ 03C5 for ~ near 0. We
shall try to find a family of canonical transformations mapping U x Td
onto W C lRi x l~d and such that o == ~(~), where U is a certain
open subset of are hamiltonians in the normal form on U x T d
(that is they depend only on the "new" actions A E U) and = ho.
As is known, such do not usually exist, so our goal will be to make
this normalization only in the formal sense explained below. We denote
i6(o) = uo, but in contrast with the non-resonant case we cannot assume
that t6o is the identity transformation! We require that uo be a canonical
diffeomorphism of U x Td onto W (and the condition = ho implies
that ho is uo-invariant). When we write in the form u~~~ - i~o o 
with being a canonical diffeomorphism of U x T d onto itself then

will be the identity transformation. Thus, analogously as in the usual
Lie method, we can assume that the family of canonical transformations

is a hamiltonian flow generated by some auxilliary time-dependent
hamiltonian and ~ plays the role of time. Let be the operators
acting on functions defined on Wand on U x Td, respectively, given by

where to f = f = f o We then have

where the Poisson bracket {f, g} = L..... (~f ~03C6i ~g ~Aj - ~g ~03C6j BY for
differentiable functions /, ~ defined on an open subset of lRi x T~.
Additionally we let be such that = 2014 i~(~). If we assume

now that ~), ~(~), t&#x26;(~), have formal power series expansions in E
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129ON CLASSICAL INTRINSICALLY RESONANT FORMAL PERTURBATION THEORY J

(the last of which is the Birkhoff series), then tn == tn to, k0 = ho and n
will satisfy the recurent equations

for n ~ 1. The condition h(~) = k(~) can be expressed in terms of tn
(and thus, indirectly, in terms of to and wn) as

and

for n &#x3E; 1, which is called the homological equation of the perturbation
theory. If we require that l~n depend on actions only then the above are
the normalization conditions in the sense of formal series. It will be our

main goal to satisfy them in some regions of the phase space for some

perturbations v.

Assume now that W is an open subset of Hi x Td and that v is a smooth
(which we always take to mean real-valued function on Hi x Td. For
any open i7 c Hi we denote WU = U x Td. On R~ x ~Td we consider the
_

symplectic form Y~ The preceding informal considerations
j=i

lead us to the following definition.

DEFINITION 1.1. - The formal perturbation theory for ho 
defined on W if and only if there exist an open subset U of Rd+, a
smooth canonical diffeomorphism t6o of M~/ onto W and the functions

E 1, ..., such that

(i) I~n depend only on actions A E !7;

for n == 1, ..., where tn : Coo (tV) --+ Coo are given by

and n : Coo (WU) ~ Coo are the operators obtained recursively
by (1) from the functions w~ .

If these conditions are satisfied then uo, ~ w~, ~~ ~, ~ ~n ~~ 1 
called the coef. ficients of perturbation theory for h0 + ~03C5 on W .

63, !i° 2-1995.
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We use the following notation. Let Z03C9 = {03BD E l d : 03BD03C9 = 0};
d

I v I _ 03A3|03BDjI for v E For an open U C f E C°° (WU) and
j=1

v E 7ld let f v denote the v-th Fourier coefficient in ~p E ~d of f . As
follows from the Lemma in the Appendix, f v E C°° ( U) . Let

for (A, ~p) E Thus Pr, Pnr, Po are respectively operators of taking
the the non-resonant part and the average over the angles of
the function. Note that they are linear operators from (WU ) into itself,
as seen from the Lemma in the Appendix. Moreover, they are commuting
projections such that Pr+Pnr = I and RanPo C RanPr. For an open W C
lRi x Td we define the restriction operator x T~) -~ (W )

We shall use also the following notation: if k E Coo and = k,
then by k we denote the function from Coo (U) such that k (A, cp) = k (A)
for (A, cp) E W~.
The conditions (i), (ii), (iii) of Definition 1.1 can be rewritten now in

the form

for n 2:: 1, where to is given by (2). The condition (4) stating that ho is
to-invariant is automatically satisfied in the non-resonant case by the trivial
choice to = I. As we shall see, this choice is usually wrong in the resonant
case. The choice of appropriate uo (and thus also of to) is in fact the
most important problem in the resonant perturbation theory and depends
essentially on the perturbation v.

For our purposes it is crucial that (4) implies that P~. commutes with to.

LEMMA 1.1. - Let U, open subsets of and lRi x Td, respectively.
If u0 : 1 canonical C~-diffeomorphism satisfying (4) with

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Physique theorique
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to given by (2), then

and

where the above are equalities of operators from C°° x Td) to

C°° 

We prove the above lemma in the Appendix. In our calculations we will
use the following simple relations between the introduced operators and
the Poisson bracket.

LEMMA 1.2. - Let U be an open subset of Rd+ and f, fl, fz E C°° (WU).
Then

We now look for the solutions of the homological equation (5) assuming
that (4) holds for W with a certain U and We will do this recursively.
To write down this recursion we employ ( 1 ) to have (5) in the form

where

for n &#x3E; 1, and vl = to 03C0W v. Thus vn depends only on 03C5, to and on
the functions w~ for j = 1, ... n - 1. Observe that if (3) holds then from
Lemma 1.2 it follows that (6) is equivalent to the two conditions:

and

Vol. 63, n ° 2-1995.
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Thus if (6) has solutions then vn must satisfy

Note that the equation (6) determines only ~n and the non-resonant part
of ~~. and they arc given by

It turns out, however, that the choice of the resonant part is tightly connected
with the fulfilment of the necessary condition ( 10) on the next, n + 1’th,
level. convince oneself of that let us rewrite more carefuly the formula
(7). By (1) we have

&#x3E;1 and

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincare - Physique " theorique ’
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where

(we use here and below the convention that 03A3 xj = 0 if l  k). By

Lemma 1.2 we obtain now

with v~ given by

for n &#x3E; 1 and

This form of PT is convenient for our purpose, because ~~ depends
only on the functions w~ for j = 1, ... n - 1 and yet it doesn’t
depend on Pr wn! Moreover

Let us now have a closer look at the term PT to in (15). If (6) holds for
n = 1 then by (8) and Lemma 1,1 we have Prt003C0W03C5 = t003C0WPr 03C5 === k1.
This means in particular that the resonant part of v depends only on actions
in coordinates given by Thus we introduce the following definition.

DEFINITION 1.2. - Let w E Hi, !7, W-open subsets of lRi and Td,
respectively. Let g E Coo (Rd+ x Td) and k E Coo be with P0k = k.

Vol. 63, n° 2-1995.
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Assume that uo is a canonical C~-diffeomorphism of WU onto W

satisfying (4), with to given by (2). In this situation we say that g on
W is 03C9-integrable into k on WU by uo if

We say also that domain of integrability for 03C9, g if and only if
there exist U, as above such that g on W is 03C9-integrable into k
on H~/ by uo .

Roughly speaking, g on W is 03C9-integrable into k on WU by uo, if the
change of variables given by uo transfers ho into ho and g into a function
k depending only on actions. When it holds for g = Pr03C5 and k = k1 then
the condition ( 10) for n + 1 can be written in the form

So we can try to invert our considerations and use the formula ( 11 ), ( 12) and

(18) to define recursively the solutions of the homological equation
(5). Obviously, to carry on the recursion we need some extra assumptions
guaranteing that RHS of ( 11 ) is a smooth function if vn E 

and that P~. wn may be obtained as a smooth function from ( 18) if

vn E (W~/). Thus it will be convenient to use the following diophantine
conditions.

DEFINITION 1.3. - Let 03C9 E U -open subset of IRd and let

f E (!7). We say that 03C9 is resonant-diophantine if there exist C, 03B3 &#x3E; 0,
such that for v E 

We say that f is 03C9-diophantine on U if for any compact K C U there
exist CK, yK &#x3E; 0 such that

for any v E l~w ~ ~ 0 }.
Note that when w is non-resonant (that is when llw == {O}), then

each f E Coo (U) is w-diophantine, moreover in this case w is resonant-
diophantine if and only if it is diophantine.
We are ready now to formulate the main theorem.

THEOREM 1.1. - Assume that w is resonant-diophantine. Let v E

Coo x Td) be such that Pr v on W is 03C9-integrable into k1 on WU
by uo with k 1 being 03C9-diophantine on U. Then the formal perturbation

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincare - Physique theorique
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theory for ho well defined on Wand as its coefficients one ’ may take

u0, {03C9n}~n=1, {kn}~n=1, where kn is given by (12) 2 and Wn for
n &#x3E; 1 is recurently defined : PnT wn by ( 11 ) and

with vn given by (16) and ( 16’), and with an arbitrary function
from COO (U).

Proof. - We shall inductively prove that t~~ are smooth (and thus
that the recurent definition is correct). Obviously if w~ E Coo for

j  n - 1 then vn E Coo (~). Using the resonant diophantine condition
on  and the results described in the first part of the Appendix we can easily
check that E Coo (~). Thus by ( 16), ( 16’) vn is smooth.

Using once again the Lemma in the Appendix and the w-diophantine
condition on k 1 we obtain that and so tc~ is smooth too. The fact

that uo , ~ wn ~ ~ 1, ~ l~n ~ ~ 1 are coefficients of perturbation theory for
ho + ~ v immediatelly follows from our previous calculations. D

Remarks. - (i) We use two diophantine conditions above. Though we
did not prove any estimate of coefficients of obtained formal series, these
conditions cannot be replaced by only algebraic nondegeneracy conditions
(i.e. conditions of the type 0" instead of C ~ v ~-~"’).
Without the diophantine conditions, smoothness of the coefficients would
be in general impossible to obtain (see Appendix). However, the smoothness
seems to be the weakest reasonable requirement. Adding some extra

assumptions like analyticity of v and uo and choosing the appropriate norms
(see for instance [8]) we can obtain some estimates of the coefficients from
the described formulas. Yet, because the choice of the norms highly depends
on applications planned, we shall not deal with such estimates.

(ii) The two diophantine conditions are very simple in the case d = 2.
Each resonant w E R2+ is resonant-diophantine and, moreover, if g on W
is w-integrable into Jbi on U x T2 by uo, then k 1 is w-diophantine on U
if and only if

for

2-1995.
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In the general multidimensional case it is easy to see that w is resonant-
diophantine when for instance all Wj are rational. Note also that if w
is such that {03BD E are relatively prime} is a finite set,
then generically k 1 is 03C9-diophantine on U for some "large" open U. (For
example w == (B/2, 1,1) satisfy the above condition on  and it is resonant-
diophantine, too). There is also a class of linear functions w-diophantine
on the whole Ri Example 1.1).

(iii) Note that (12) holds also for n = 1.

(iv) The coefficients of perturbation theory for ho -~- ~ v are not uniquely
determined. The choice of uo is not unique, and after choosing uo there is
still a freedom of the choice of {P0 03C9n}~n=1. It should be interesting to
see how the choice of t~o is connected with { ~~ ~ ~ ~ . We shall take up the
first problem partially in Section 2. An important open question is whether
{ depends on the second choice.

(v) If W C Ri x Td is a domain of integrability for w, 
then there exists a canonical transformation uo of W onto W~/ which
defines action-angle variables for the simplified perturbed hamiltonians

== ho R. In a certain sense the normal form for h(~~
is constructed in two steps: first we find the exact canonical action-angle
variables for /~), then we can treat as a kind of non-resonant

perturbation of and find the normal form of h(~~ - + 6: v.

Theorem 1.1 states that if the first step is possible with w-diophantine A;i,
then the second step also is possible to all orders in c.

(vi) For the non-resonant harmonic oscillator with diophantine w we may
put u~ to be the identity and obtain the (7~-version of the theorem on the
global existence of perturbation theory.

In the following example we apply Theorem 1.1 to find the coefficients of
perturbation theory for a class of perturbations of some resonant harmonic
oscillators.

Example 1.1. - Let w be resonant-diophantine, s E N, 03BD(1), ... E Z03C9,
and let ~ E Coo x TS) satisfy the conditions

(i) first order partial derivatives of w have the continuous extensions
over [0, x IP;

(ii) A’ - 0 for any j == 1, ...8, ’IjJ E P and A E Rd( ) A,~~ ( ~ ~) Y ~ ~ ~1 ~ ~ an E

with A~ - 0, 0, l~ == 1, ...d;
(iii) second order partial derivatives of w are bounded on R~_ x IP.

Let wo E Coo x Td) be an auxiliary hamiltonian defined by

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Physique ’ théorique’
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For a fixed t ~ R define Rd+ x lRi x Td as the hamiltonian
flow with the hamiltonian t~o after the time t. It may be proved that tto
is a well-defined canonical C~-diffeomorphism of W == Ri x Td (the
solutions of the Hamilton equation in Rt x Td with the hamiltonian w©
exist for all times t) and ho o uo = ho, that is (4) holds for U == Ri and
to given by (2). Let us consider an arbitrary l~l E C°° x Td) such
that PT 1~1 = 1~1 with k 1 w-diophantine Finally, let v = + v ( 2 ) ,
where == tül l~x = l~l o and v(2) is an arbitrary function from
Coo x Td) with Pr v(2) - 0. Then the assumptions of Theorem 1.1
are fulfilled.

It is easy to find many w, w, l~l as above. For instance, for some

w there exist w’ E IRd and C’, Y &#x3E; 0 such that w’v ~ &#x3E; C~~~*~’ 
,

for v E ~B{0} (e.g., we may take w = (1, 1, 1), w’ == (1, B/2, 0)
for d = 3). Then kI is w-diophantine on Ri for 1~1 (A, (/?)== w’ A.
The function 03C90 may be of the form f ( A) g ( v ( 1 ) 03C6, ..., where

f E E Coo (TS), f has bounded derivatives of order

0, 1, 2, derivatives of order 1 continuously extendable over [0, 
and lim A f (A’) = 0 for A E [0, 
An important property of Example 1.1 is that the perturbation theory is

globally defined, that is W == lRi x The canonical diffeomorphism uo
is constructed as a hamiltonian flow with some hamiltonian t~o after a fixed

time, similarly as the formal transformation is "generated by the flow"
given by the formal hamiltonian t~). A weak point of this example is that v
is defined indirectly. Therefore it is rather hard to compute the explicit form
of v and uo and thus also of the coefficients of perturbation theory.

2. TWO-DIMENSIONAL CASE

As follows from Remark (ii) after Theorem 1.1 both diophantine
conditions are particularly simple when d = 2. The condition (20) for
g = Pr03C5 is independent of the choice of tto and of the explicit form of
kl, that is it can be verified a priori when only w, v, and W are given.
It simply states that the hamiltonian ho and the resonant part of v are
functionally independent. We obtain

THEOREM 2.1. - If w E r,  E x T2), W is
a domain of integrability for w, Pr v, and and ho are functionally
independent on W then the formal perturbation theory for ho 

63, n° 2-1995.
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The assumption most serious and difficult to check here is that W is
a domain of integrability for w, PT v. We want now to replace it with a

simpler and verifiable condition. To this end observe that by Definition 1.2
the above assumption implies that there exist common action-angle variables
for two hamiltonians and ho on W . Moreover, by Lemma 1.2, 
and ho are in involution. Since we assume that d = 2, the existence of
action-angle variables follows from the Arnold-Liouville theorem (see [ 1 ]).
However, we cannot simply apply this theorem for three reasons:

(a) the canonical change of variables which we need should preserve
the form of ho,

(b) uo should be defined on possibly "large" open sets, not just locally
as in [ 1 ],

(c) we require that actions be positive.
Fortunately, the simple form of our two prime integrals allows us to

follow the construction of Arnold quite faithfully and prove that certain
well defined open sets W are in fact domains of integrability for w, PT v,
provided that some verifiable geometric conditions hold.
We start with the definition of a class of new canonical coordinates 

in which these conditions may be easier expressed. In these coordinates
ho is a function of B2 and is a function of B, rfl only. Thus any
domain of integrability for w, will have the form W = ~ x T1 in

coordinates, with a certain ~ C 1R2 x T1.

Assume that w E IR~ is resonant and let be the (uniquely determined)
element of 71W with wi &#x3E; 0 and w2 relatively prime. Let

Obviously is non-empty. For any a E let N03B1 be the 2 x 2 matrix

In what follows we identify a matrix with the appropriate linear

transformation of IRd or Td. To define the new coordinates we consider the
transformations Ca and C-103B1 in R2+ x T2

and denote R~,0152 == One can show that

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Physique theorique
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with

and that C~ 1 is a canonical diffeomorphism of IR~ x T2 onto x T2.
Moreover

and (PT f ) o C03B1 does not depend on 03C82 for any f E Coo x T2). Thus,
for f with P,. f = f we introduce the notation:

for B E and 03C8 ~ T2.

Remark. - In the context of perturbation theory (B1, ~1) are called

"slow" variables and (B2, ~2) "fast" variables (independently of the choice
of a E ,~4w ) .
We can now formulate "geometric conditions" on Pr 03C5 mentioned above

in terms of variables. Suppose that ~ is an open, connected subset of
for some 0152 E ,,4.w and that f E Coo ( ~ ) . Denote

and let fB2 E 

Since ~ is open and connected we can consider the interval

Denote also

and

Obviously, B2 and r are open subsets of R x T1 and R2, respectively.
DEFINITION 2.1. - ~ is smoothly foliated into circles by f with B2 = const

if and only if there exists a T1 such that for any
B2 E (a, b) the map

is a diffeomorphism of ~B2 onto (aB2, bB2 ) x T 1 .

In practice, it will be convenient to use the following lemma.

Vol. 63, n° 2-1995.
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LEMMA 2.1. -  is smoothly foliated into circles by f with B2 - const
if and only if the following three conditions are satisfied:

(i) for any B2 E (a, b) the set B2 is connected and all level sets of f B2
are homeomorphic to the circle;

(iii) there exists a C~-function ~ :  ~ R x T1 such that ~ (x, B2) E
f.s2 (~ x ~) for (x~ B2) E r.

Proof. - If  is smoothly foliated into circles by f with B2 = const,
we can define x (x, B~) _ ~:8; (x, 0) and then (i), (ii), and obviously
hold. Thus, suppose that we have (i), (ii), and (iii). From (i) and (ii) the
hamiltonian flow S B2, t in ~B2 generated by is defined for all times t

and is a C~-function of (B1, B2, t) e 9 x R. Let tB2 (B1, be

the time needed for the initial data x (fB2 (B1, B2 ) to reach the data
(B1, which is defined up to the period TB2 (fB2 (B1, ~i ) ) . Using the
implicit function theorem we obtain that

is a C~ - function with values in T1 satisfying the conditions of

Definition 2.1. D

We may start now the main part of this section and prove the existence of
domains of integrability for cv, v, for open sets satisfying the "geometric
conditions". We assume that an open, connected 9 C x T1 is smoothly
foliated into circles by f = with B2 - const . We shall first

carefully follow the construction of a canonical transformation integrating
the system given by fB2 on B2 for a fixed B2 (see [1]). Then we shall
"canonically extend" the constructed transformation to all the coordinates
B1, B2, ~1, ~2 and after some simple modifications we shall reach our main
goal, that is we shall obtain uo , k1, and U such that Prv on W == Ce, (9 x 
will be 03C9-integrable into k1 on U x T2 by uo. Analogously to the proof
of Lemma 2.1 we consider the smooth hamiltonian flow S B2 , t in ~B2
generated by For any x E bB2)

is a one-dimensional invariant torus for ,~82 , ~ . We choose the orientation
on consistently with the direction of the flow Since r is

connected and is homeomorphic to T 1, two different cases are
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possible:

libration : for any (x, r

rotation : for any (x, BZ) E r

where the above integrals means the integrals of the differencial form d ~1
over MB2 , ~ . In the libration case "the circle" does not round the

cylinder (c B2 , ca B2 ) and in the rotation case it rounds this cylinder
once in the direction depending on the RHS of (23b). Note that in the
libration case

for any (x, B2 ) E r because by Stoke’s theorem II (x, B2 ) is the area

of the set bounded by Moreover, II is a continuous function on

r. Thus we can define

in the libration case and

in the rotation case, and in both cases 03C3 is independent of (x, B2 j E I’.

We also define

J is a C~-function of x, .,82 and

where TB2 (~) is the period of one round of MB~ , ~ . Let

be the time needed for the initial 0)
to reach the data 1/;1) which is defined up to (~Bi? ~i))’ By
Vol. 63, n° 2-1995.
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the implicit function theorem 11 given by

is a smooth T1-valued function. Consider now the interval

(by (26) JB2 is monotone) and the transformation P B2 : GB2 -+

(~2~ x TB

where

As seen from the construction, is a canonical diffeomorphism onto
(aB2, bB2) x T1 smoothly depending on B2 (see [1]). Moreover

is an open, connected subset of 1R2, because it is diffeomorphic to r. Define
now the functions B 1 : ~ 1 : by

for(I,B2) E E T1. From the canonicity of 03A6-1B2 for any B2 ~ (a, b)
we have

Consider now the differential form ~B2 on (aB2 , bB2) x ~1

We have

and thus by (27) d ~B2 - 0, that is ~B2 is a closed form. For a fixed

I E (aB2 , bB2 ) let us define the curve ~7 : [0, 27!’]2014~ (aB2 , bB2 ) x 
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"/7 (~) _ (I, ~). Integrating by parts we obtain

Let now c E COO ((a, b)) be such that c E E (a, b)
(such a function may be easily constructed since r is an open set) and
let c : (a, b) -t R x 0(~2) = (0(~2), 0). Define the function
~2 : i r x lfl -t lfl as follows:

with integration over an arbitrary curve in (aB2 , b B2) X T1 joining c (B2)
and (7,7y). Since we have (29) and ÇB2 is a closed form, 03C82 is a well-defined
C~-function. From (28) we also have

Thus we can define the transformation e : 
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It is canonical because dB1039Bd 03C81+dB2039Bd (03C82+2) == 
by (27), (30) and hence it is also a local diffeomorphism. As we can see
from the construction, e is in fact a global canonical diffeomorphism onto
~ x T1 and 8-1 has the form:

where

Moreover,

and

for (1, B2, ~, 03C81) ~ r x T2 and thus Pr 03C5 and ho are functions depending
on actions only in 1, B2, ~, ’Øl coordinates (by (26) J-1B2 is a well-defined,
smooth function of 1, B2).
Our goal is to find the domains of integrability for ~, Pr v, that is we

must find such Wand such new canonical coordinates on W that Pr 03C5 and
ho depend on the new actions only, ho has the same form as in the standard

coordinates, and the new actions belong to The first has been

already satisfied. To satisfy the remaining conditions we must make one
more simple canonical transformation ("simple" means here that it does not
"mix" the angles with the actions). It will have the form Ca, o S for the
appropriately choosen a’ and S. Let us study more closely the set r. Assume
that (1, B2) E r. Then 1 = JBZ (x) for some x = fB2 (B1, ~1), ’Øl E T1
and B1 such that ( BI , B2 ) E Thus in the libration case by (24a)
and (25) 1 = 1 so we have

In the rotation case, from (24b), (25), and Stoke’s theorem we obtain

E 

is the area of that part of the cylinder [c~ B2, c~ x ~1 which is bounded

by the curve ’Y- and ’ MB2 x. Since 2014 / B 1 = 1 we find
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Therefore in the rotation case F c a, so it is enough to take ? the
identity and o/ = a. The libration case is more complicated. It may

happen that r is not a subset of IR~, 0’ for any a’ E and thus,
usually, our goal may be reached only "locally" (that is for "small" F).
For s e {-1, 1}, r e R denote

and suppose that r is so "small" that C R~, a’ for some a’ E

{a+f~ : ~ E Z} c ~ 5 E {-I, I}, r E R. We define the

(canonical) transformation S : r x T2 -+ X T2

To make the notation uniform in both cases, we put r == 0, s = 1, and
a’ - a in the rotation case is the identity). Thus we define

where p = det = det Na (equal to 1 or -1). The function l~l is smooth
and cp-independent, uo is a canonical C~-diffeomorphism of U x T2 onto
W . By (31), (35) we have (Pr v) o uo - l~l and by (22), (32), (35) we
have o uo) (~4., cp) = wA (since = cva + = Obviously
II and W are open subsets of R~ R~. x T2, respectively. Using (22) and
Lemma 2.1 we can check that and ho are functionally independent on
W. Hence, the following theorem has been proved.

THEOREM 2.2. - Assume that w is ro,  E Coo x T2), a E .A.w
and an open connected ~ C x smoothly foliated into circles by
f = (PT with BZ = const. If (23a) holds, assume also that

for some a’ + 1~ wi. : l~ E l~ ~, s E ~ -1, 1 ~, r E R, and with

hg, r defined by (34). Then Pr u on W is 03C9-integrable into k1 an U x T2
by uo and the formal perturbation theory for ho -I- e v is well defined on W,
where W, U, ua, I~I are given by (35}.

Remarks. - (i) u0 is not uniquely determined, due to a choice of

cx E and also a choice of ar‘, s, r. There is however no 1 - 1

correspondence between parameters ( a, a’, s, r) and transformations
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uo. The non-uniqueness of uo is described in Theorem 2.3. Note that
the necessity of choosing the additional (and somewhat inconvenient)
parameters a’, s, r to satisfy (36) in the libration case is caused by
the requirement that actions be in Without this restriction we would
have a free choice of these parameters.

(ii) Under the remaining assumptions of the theorem, the additional

assumption (36) in the libration case may obviously be "locally" satisfied
in the following sense: ~ may be expressed in the form

with such open, connected ~I, B2 C ~, that (36) holds for some a’, s, and
r if we take ~I, B2 instead of 9. It is clear that the above decomposition of
~ may turn out to be, in fact, finite (for instance for bounded r).

(iii) If cvl = 1 or W2 = 1, then (36) is automatically satisfied for r = 0
and for appropriate choice of s and a’. It follows from (33a) that it is

enough to take s = -1, a’ = o; + when WI =: 1, and s = 1,
a’ = a + a 1 when W2 = 1, because by (21 ) we obtain ca, B2 = 0 or
c~, B2 = 0 then, respectively.
We will now exemplify the constructions of Theorem 2.1 in concrete

cases.

Example 2.1. - Let w = (1, 1 ) and let v expressed in the standard p, q
coordinates be the potential Then

and

We have = (1, -1) and we take a = (0, 1). Thus we find

Moreover
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We look for open sets foliated into circles by (~ ~)~. Supposing .62 &#x3E; 0

to be fixed, we first find the separatrices of (~ ~)~, that is the level
sets passing through the critical points on the cylinder (0, B2) x TI. We

have four critical points: Cy = (1 2 B2, j 2014 ) for j = 0, 1, 2, 3 with the

appropriate values of equal to 1 8 B22 ((-1)j+2). Thus we have two
separatrices : one which reduces to two-point set {Co, C~}, and another
being the curve given by the equation

in the cylinder. If we take both separatrices out, the cylinder will be divided
into four connected subsets. Each subset is a sum of level sets which are

homeomorphic to the circle and described by the equation

where x e ( 0, - B2 2 U (- B22, 3 8 B22) (see Figure 1). We consider the

following subsets of R203C9,03B1 T1:

Fig. 1. - The level sets of (Pr for v of Example 2.1 and B2 - 1.
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for ~=1,2 and

for j = 3, 4, where we identify T1 with (1 203C0, 5 2 7r]. Using Lemma 2.1
we can easily check that for any j the set 9j is smoothly foliated into
circles by (~ with ~82 = const. Thus, using Theorem 2.2 and
remark (iii) we obtain that the formal perturbation theory is well-defined
on Wj == Ca (j X Tl) for j == 1, ...4. Moreover, the Lebesgue measure
of IR~ x T2BU;=1 t~ equals zero.
The following example of "global purely rotational case" is obtained by

a modification of the potential from Example 2.1.

Example 2.2. - Let us consider the same 03C9 == (1, 1) and 03C5 of the form

+ ~(~ +P~ in P~ 9 coordinates, with a constant A &#x3E; ~. 8 Taking
as before ~ == (0, 1), we obtain

and so ~)~j has no critical points on the cylinder (0, B2 ) x T 1.
It turns out that the level sets of (Pr v) ~B ~ are all homeomorphic to the

circle (see Figure 2) and also the remaining conditions from Lemma 2.1
may be easily checked. Thus the whole phase space IR~ x T2 is a domain
of integrability for cv, and the formal perturbation theory for ho 
is well-defined on R~ x T2. Moreover, it can be checked in this case
that U = which means that t~o is a smooth canonical automorphism .

of R~ x T.
As we could see in the proof of Theorem 2.2 the choice of the canonical

transformation uo is not unique. We shall now describe this non-uniqueness
more precisely. Assume that (20) holds for Pr 03C5 on W, that on W
is 03C9-integrable into on by 1, 2 and consider
~ : T2 -+ ’~~, ~ = (uð1))-1 0 uo2~. Thus we have
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Fig. 2. - The level sets of (Pr for 03C5 of Example 2.2 and B2 = A = 1. 

and

for j = 1, 2. Let us fix cx E ~ with al a2 cvi = 1.

THEOREM 2.3. - If U~I), U~2) are open, connected, non-empty subsets of
R~, E CCXJ (UO) x T2) satisfy (38) for j = 1, 2 and s is a canonical
C~-diffeomorphism of U(2) x T2 onto x T2 satisfying (37), then s

has a form 
_ ~ -

where

(i) N is the identity for w non-resonant and 1

for w resonant, ,/ and 1 No is equal either to ’ the identity or to ’

g is a C~-function from U(2) into l 
Z satisfying j

for A E 
(iii) c E R2 which c 03C9 = 0.

Proof. - Let s (A, cp) == (A(A, cp), ~ (A, cp)). Observe that by (38) the

map F : --t F (A) _ ())  a local diffeomorphism.
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Thus, if Ao E then there exists an open neighbourhood Yo of Ao
and a smooth function G defined in a neighbourhood of F (Ao) such that
for any A E Vo we have

(that is G = (F~~o)-1). Let now Ao, cpo be such that cpo) = Ao
and let Co = {cp E T2 : cp) = Ao}. The set Co is closed in T2
and non-empty E Co). Let Co = {cp E T2 : "4 (Ao, cp) E It

is an open set in T2 and Co _c Co. Moreover Co = Co by (37) and (43)
because we have for cp E Co

that is ~p E Co. Thus, using the connecticity of T2, we obtain Co == T2
and hence is ~p independent (since Ao and thus also Ao was arbitrarily
choosen), so the differencial of s has the matrix (4 x 4) of the form

(DA .A) (A~ cp) == 
~) (A, cp). Since s is canonical we have (see [7])

and thus R is cp independent. The map cp 2014~ (,,4 (A, cp))
is a diffeomorphism for any fixed A, but ,,4 is cp independent, hence
(~ (A, ’) : T~ 2014~ T2 is a diffeomorphism, too. From (44) we have

where g is a smooth function from into T2 and thus, since 03C6 (A, ’) is a
diffeomorphism of the torus, N (A) and (N (~4))’~ must have coefficients
in lL. In particular, it follows that Nand R are constant matrices because

U~2&#x3E; is connected. Moreover, det N = 1 or -1. By (45) we also have

so P depends on A only. Finally, from (44), (45), (46) we obtain (39) with
N being a certain matrix with coefficients in l~ and det I = 1, with

g - a C~-function from U(2) into -r2 satisfying (42), and with a certain
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c E 1R2. From (37) we see that

for A E !7~. Since U~2&#x3E; is open and non-empty (47) is equivalent to

For w non-resonant it follows immediatelly that N is the identity. Suppose
that W is resonant. Let

Since (-~, E by (48) we obtain

and thus there exist ml, m2 E l~ satisfying

From (49) we conclude

If det N = 1, then from (85) we have m103C9|1 = and thus

ml = -n m2 = for some n E Z. This gives us (40) with
No = I. If det N = -1, then (50) follows that ml cv2 == 2 and thus
using our assumption on cx we obtain wi- ( 2 + = 2014 03C9|1 (m1 2014 2 03B12).
Therefore ml = + 2 0~2, m2 = for some n E 7~ and

from (49) we conclude (40) with No of the form (41 ). D

Remark. - It is easy to check that the converse result also holds. Namely,
if on W is 03C9-integrable into on &#x3E; x T 2 by has the

form as in the above theorem, and

then on W is 03C9-integrable into k(2) on U(2) x T2 by u(2)0, where
1~~2&#x3E; = o s and = o s.
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APPENDIX

The Fourier Expansion of Smooth Functions on U x Td

We formulate here a technical lemma on the Fourier expansion of smooth
functions on U x Td, where LI is an open subset of Suppose that
/ e C(!7 x Td) and that the series

is the Fourier expansion of f with A E U fixed.

LEMMA. - aj f E Coo ( U x if and only if f v E Coo (U) for any
v E ~d and for any compact K C U, a and n E N

b) If f E C°° (U x Td) then the series (lA) is absolutely and uniformly
convergent to , / on any compact subset of !7 x Td. Moreover, f
has the expansion 

~br /? E N~.

c) 7~ / E COO (!7 X j 1 ~~f ~, E COO (!7)
’ ~br ~~y 8 ’ 

constants D03B1,K, , &#x3E; 0 such that for any 03BD ~ Zd

then ~ f" (A) g" (A) exp (i vcp) is the expansion of a function from
vEZd

C°° (U x ~d).
Remark. - In particular the conditions of (c) of the above lemma are

satisfied by any system of functions of the form

where 03A9 C Zd and b : U ~ Rd is a C~-function satisfying: for any
compact K C i7 there exist such D K, 03B3K &#x3E; 0 that for 03BD e H
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The Proof of Lemma 1.1

Let us denote 7

Thus for À E C

unless g = 0. Let now / E C°° (Rd+ x Td). Then, using (2A) with
/7 = R*! and o = f. we can write

where E x Td), { f~a~, = and by the Lemma
from the first part of Appendix the above series is uniformly convergent
on any compact subset of Hi x Td for any ordering of From (4) and

the canonicity of t6o we have

for A E 03C303C9. Using now (2A) for U and g = we have

= 0 for A. Thus

for a ~ 0 and P,. to 7rw = to 7rw but also PT == [0], so

Let us denote / == Y~ /[A] and tet ~ be the partial sum sequence of
A6~B{0}

this series. The sequence Sn is convergent to f uniformly on any compact
subset of x Td and the same is true of to and to 7rw /’ Thus,

by (3A), for any A E !7 and 03BD ~ Z03C9

Hence, we have Pr t0 7rw f == 0 so, from (4A)

which completes the proof.
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